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ABSTRACT

spectral modelling of voice source [4]. Links between spectral parameters and auditory eﬀects are relatively straightforward. Then playing instruments based on spectral modelling seems very intuitive. Another key point is gestureto-parameter mapping. Following the pioneering work by
Fels [5], we found data glove particularly well suited to
vocal expression. Recent work on hand-controlled vocal
synthesis include series of instruments presented by Cook
[6] and the Voicer by Kessous [7]. It must be pointed out
that musical possibilities oﬀered by an instrument strongly depend on mapping and interfaces. Then, depending
on intended musical aims, diﬀerent instruments are proposed. This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the
voice synthesis model is reviewed. In section 3, control devices and mapping of voice quality dimensions onto control
parameters are discussed. Section 4 presents two musical
instruments built on basis of synthesis model and vocal
dimensions. Section 5 presents a discussion of results obtained and proposes directions for future works.

In this paper, a new voice source model for real-time
gesture–controlled voice synthesis is described. The synthesizer is based on a causal-anticausal model of the voice
source, a new approach giving accurate control of voice
source dimensions like tenseness and eﬀort. Aperiodic components are also considered, resulting in an elaborate model suitable not only for lyrical singing but also for various
musical styles playing with voice qualities. The model is
also tested using diﬀerent gestural control interfaces : data
glove, keyboard, graphic tablet, pedal board. Depending
on parameter-to-interface mappings, several instruments
with diﬀerent musical abilities are designed, taking advantage of the highly expressive possibilities of the synthesis
model.

Keywords
Singing synthesis, voice source, voice quality, spectral
model, formant synthesis, instrument, gestural control.

1.

2.

INTRODUCTION

VOICE SYNTHESIS MODEL

In this section, we ﬁrst give an overview of mechanisms
involved in voice production. Then, we focus on the glottal source and present the causal-anticausal linear model
developed by d’Alessandro/Doval/Henrich in [4]. We also
explain the nature of non-periodical components we introduced in the model. Finally, we describe structure and
possibilities of the real-time glottal ﬂow synthesizer based
on CALM (RT-CALM) we developed and integrated in
following singing instruments.

Remarkable achievements have been recently reached in
singing voice synthesis. A review of state of the art can
be found in [1]. Technology seems mature enough for replacing vocals by synthetic singing, at least for backing
vocals [2] [3]. However, existing singing synthesis systems
suﬀer from two restrictions : they are aiming at mimicking
singers rather than creating new instruments, and are generally limited to MIDI controllers.
We think it worthwhile to extend vocal possibilities of
voice synthesizers and design new interfaces that will open
new musical possibilities. On the one hand, a voice synthesizer should be able to reproduce several voice quality dimensions, resulting in a wide variety of sounds (e.g. quasisinusoidal voice, mixed periodic aperiodic voice, pressed
voice, various degrees of vocal eﬀort, etc.). On the other
hand, vocal instrument being embodied in the singer, multidimensional control strategies should be devised for externalizing gestural controls of the instrument.
In this paper, a new elaborate voice source model able to
produce various voice qualities is proposed. It is based on

2.1

Voice production

Voice organ is usually described as a "source/ﬁlter" system. Glottal source is a non-linear volume velocity generator where sound is produced by complex movements of vocal folds (larynx) under lungs pressure. A complete study
of glottal source can be found in [8]. Sounds produced by
the larynx are then propagated in oral and nasal cavities
which can be seen as time-varying ﬁltering. Finally, the
volume velocity ﬂow is converted into radiated pressure
waves through lips and nose openings (cf. Figure 1).
In the context of signal processing applications, and
particulary in singing synthesis, some simpliﬁcations are
usually accepted. First, lips and nose openings eﬀect can
be seen as derivative of the volume velocity ﬂow. It is generally processed by a time-invariant high-pass ﬁrst order
linear ﬁlter [9]. Vocal tract eﬀect can be modelized by ﬁltering of glottal signal with multiple (4 or 5) second order
resonant linear ﬁlters (formants).
Contrary to this "standard" vocal tract implementation, plenty of models have been developed for represen-
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"spectral tilt") is also related to voice quality modiﬁcations.

Figure 3: Time-domain representation of derivated
glottal pulse : anticausal part and causal part.

Figure 1: Voice production mechanisms : vocal
folds vibrations, vocal tract ﬁltering and lips/nose
openings radiation.

Considering both "glottal formant" and "spectral tilt"
eﬀects, two cascading ﬁlters are implemented. A second order resonant low-pass ﬁlter (H1 ) for glottal formant, and a
ﬁrst order low-pass ﬁlter (H2 ) for spectral tilt. But phase
information indicates us that this system is not completely
causal. Indeed, as it is illustrated on Figure 3, glottal pulse
is a combination of a "increasing" (or active) part and a
"decreasing" (or passive) part. The decreasing part, called
the return phase, mainly inﬂuences the spectral tilt and
hence is causal. And we can also show that the second order low-pass ﬁlter has to be anticausal in order to provide
a good phase representation.
A complete study of spectral features of glottal ﬂow,
detailed in [4], gives us equations linking relevant parameters of glottal pulse (F0 : fundamental frequency, Oq : open
quotient, αm : asymetry coeﬃcient and Tl : spectral tilt, in
dB at 3000Hz) to H1 and H2 coeﬃcients. Note that expression of b1 has been corrected. [4] also contains equations
linking this time-domain parameters with spectral-domain
parameters.
Anticausal second order resonant ﬁlter :
b1 z
H1 (z) =
1 + a1 z + a2 z 2
where :
a1 = −2e−ap Te cos(bp Te ), a2 = e−2ap Te

tation of glottal ﬂow, with diﬀerences in accuracy and
ﬂexibility. Usual models are KLGLOTT88 [10], R++ [11],
Rosenberg-C [12] and LF [13] [14]. We present now the
causal-anticausal linear model (CALM) [4], explain why
we worked with this spectral approach and propose adaptations of the existing algorithm to ease real-time manipulation.

2.2

CALM : causal-anticausal linear model

We have seen that modelling vocal tract in spectral domain (with resonant ﬁlters central frequency, amplitude
and bandwidth) is very powerful in term of manipulation
because spectral description of sounds is close to auditory
perception. Traditionally, glottal ﬂow has been modelized
in time domain. A spectral approach can be seen as equivalent only if both amplitude and phase spectra are considered in the model.

b1 =

E −ap Te
e
sin(bp Te )
bp

π
ap = − Oq T0 tan(πα
, bp =
m)

Causal ﬁrst order ﬁlter :
H2 (z) =
where :

a TL = ν −

√

b TL
1 − aTL z −1

ν 2 − 1, bTL = 1 − aTL

ν = 1 − η1 , η =
Figure 2: Amplitude spectrum of the glottal ﬂow
derivative : illustration of glottal formant (Fg , Ag )
and spectral tilt (Fa , Aa ).

2.3

π
O q T0

1
−1
e−TL /10ln(10)
cos(2π 3000
)−1
Fe

Non-periodical components

As described theoretically in [4], the glottal ﬂow is a deterministic signal, completely driven by a set of parameters. Adding naturalness involves the use of some random
components we propose to describe.

For amplitude spectrum, two diﬀerent eﬀects can be isolated (cf. Figure 2). On the one hand, an amount of energy
is concentrated in low frequencies (i.e. below 3 kHz). This
peak is usually called "glottal formant". We can see that
bandwidth, amplitude and position of the glottal formant
change with voice quality variations. On the other hand,
a variation of spectrum slope in higher frequencies (called

Jitter
Jitter is a natural unstability in the value of fundamental
frequency. It can be modelized by a random value (gaussian distribution, around 0 with variance depending on the
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amount of jitter introduced), refreshed every period, added to the stable value of fundamental frequency.

are calculated from equations described in subsection 2.2
and [4]. Thus, both time-domain and spectral-domain parameters can be sent. On the one hand, glottal pulses are
derivated to produce pressure signal (cf. Figure 3). On the
other hand, it is used to modulate the amount of additive noise. Complete RT-CALM algorithm is illustrated at
Figure 4.

Shimmer
Shimmer is a natural unstability in the value of the amplitude. It can be modelized by a random value (gaussian distribution, around 0 with variance depending on
the amount of shimmer introduced), refreshed every period, added to the stable value of amplitude.

3.

Turbulences
Turbulences are caused by additive air passing through
vocal folds when glottal closure is not complete. It can be
modelized by pink noise ﬁltered by a large band-pass (tube
noise), modulated in amplitude by glottal pulses.
We can note here that we kept a direct control on irregularities (based on Jitter, Shimmer and T urbulences
rates). Other models were developed, involving granular
synthesis coupled with self-organizing dynamic systems
[15], and could be considered in further works.

2.4

VOICE QUALITY DIMENSIONS

Voice synthesis model is driven by a set of low-level parameters. In order to use these parameters in singing, they
must be organized according to musical dimensions. Mappings between parameters and dimensions, and between
dimensions and controllers are essential parts of instrument design. In this section, we describe main musical dimensions for voice source (cf. Figure 5) and vocal tract (cf.
Figure 6).

3.1

Glottal source

RT-CALM framework

Figure 5: Mapping of the vocal source
Melodic dimension
For singing, this dimension can be decomposed into two
parts. On the one hand, it seems important to sing in
tune i.e. to make use of notes with well-deﬁned pitches.
On the other hand, micro-melodic variations are essential
for expressive and natural singing (portamento, vibrato,
etc.). Two diﬀerent controls seem necessary for melodic
dimension. This dimension mainly depends on parameter
F0 . Anyway, a more precise vibrato synthesis should also
involve amplitude variations.
Figure 4: Framework of RT-CALM algorithm, allowing real-time synthesis of glottal pulses based
on causal-anticausal linear model.

Hoarseness dimension
This dimension is linked to structural aperiodicities in
voice source, like Jitter and Shimmer.

Full anticausal processing is only possible oﬄine, by running algorithms backwards on data buﬀers. Anyway, in
this context, we can take advantage of physical properties of glottis to propose a real-time algorithm. Indeed,
glottal pulse corresponds to opening/closing movements
of vocal folds. It means that impulse responses generated
by H1 and H2 ﬁlters can’t overlap. Thus, if ranges of parameters are correctly limited, impulse responses can be
stored backwards and truncated period-synchronously without changing too much their spectral properties.
To achieve the requested waveform, impulse response of
causal version of H1 (glottal formant) is computed, but
stored backwards in the buﬀer. This waveform is truncated at a length corresponding to instantaneous fundamental frequency (F0 +Jitter). Then the resulting period is
ﬁltered by H2 (spectral tilt). Coeﬃcients of H1 and H2

Breathiness dimension
This dimension is linked to aspiration noise in voice
source. It controls the relative amount of voicing vs. whispering, using the N oise parameter.
Pressed/lax dimension
This dimension is mainly linked to the position of the
glottal formant Fg and its bandwidth Bg . It is often linked
to breathiness and vocal eﬀort. The pressed/lax dimension
is used in some styles of singing e.g. Japanese noh theater
or belt singing.
Vocal eﬀort dimension
This dimension is linked to spectral tilt Tl and of course
to gain parameter Ag .
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3.2

They can be naturally associated to ﬂexion of ﬁngers in a
data glove.

Vocal tract

Playing with articulation and phrasing The data
glove proved also useful for articulation (in the musical
meaning of note attack and release) and phrasing. Hand
movements in space are well suited to phrasing and ﬁnger
ﬂexions are well suited to articulation.

4.

CALM-BASED INSTRUMENTS

This section describes two setups we realised. Main purpose of this work was to realize extensive real-time tests of
our CALM synthesis model and voice quality dimensions
mappings. No dedicated controllers were designed for this
purpose. Only usual devices such as tablets, joyticks or
keyboards were used.

4.1

Figure 6: Mapping of the vocal tract

Instrument 1

In this ﬁrst instrument implementation, we use a keyboard to play MIDI notes in order to trigger the vowels at
diﬀerent tuned pitches. Thus, by using keyboard, we are
able to set glove free for ﬁne tuning of F0 so as to achieve
vibrato, portamento of other types of melodic ornaments.
Accurate control of F0 by glove position alone proved diﬃcult because well tuned notes references were missing, due
to approximative nature of hand gestures.

Vocalic space
This space is deﬁning vocal genre (male/female/child),
phonemes, and other expressive features (lips rounding,
lips spreading, tongue position). This space can also be
used for harmonic singing. The vocalic space is deﬁned by
formant parameters F1 , B1 , A1 , F2 , B2 , A2 ,. . . FN , BN ,
AN .
Articulation dimension
Finally, notes attacks and decays are controlled by an
articulation dimension. “Articulation” is taken here in its
musical meaning i.e. transitions between notes. It is essentially controlled by gain parameter Ag .

3.3

Musical control of vocal dimensions

Playing with melody
Melodic playing usually requires precise pitches. Then
“selection” gestures are needed using e.g. a keyboard. However, natural vocal note transitions are generally slow,
with more or less portamento and vibrato. Small and controlled pitch variations are therefore needed, and the “selection” gesture must be accompanied by a “modiﬁcation”
gesture, using e.g. hand position in one dimension of space.
Another elegant solution oﬀering accurate pitch control
and smooth micro-melodic variation is using a graphic tablet. A virtual guitar board can be emulated this way. Well
tuned pitches are not required in some singing styles imitating speech, like Sprechgesang (parlar cantando). Then
only one control gesture is needed, that can be achieved
by position of hand in one spatial dimension.
Playing with timbre : vocalic space
Playing with vocalic timbre is often used on slow moving
melodies e.g. harmonic singing. The basic vocalic space
needs two dimensions for contrasting vowels e.g. a joystick
or a graphic tablet. One dimension is suﬃcient for harmonic singing (moving only second formant frequency), using
a slider or position of hand in one spatial dimension. But
a third dimension would be needed for signaling facial movements like lips spreading or rounding, using e.g. a data
glove.

Figure 7: Structure of Instrument 1
Tempered notes (or other conventions) delivered by keyboard can be modiﬁed to a certain extent, thanks to tracking of glove position along a certain axis (transversal axis
gives better ergonomics as one don’t have to fold the elbow
to achieve vibrato). General gain is mapped onto longitudinal axis of the glove. Then both vibrato and amplitude
envelopes of sound can be produced by circular hand movements. Other vocal dimensions are controlled by ﬂexion of

Playing with timbre : noise and tension
Some musical styles are also playing with noise and tension. These parameters are moving relatively slowly, on a
limited scale, and gestures must not be extremely precise.
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data glove ﬁngers. First ﬁnger controls vocal eﬀort (spectral tilt), second ﬁnger controls breathiness (linked to additive noise), third ﬁnger control the pressed/lax dimension (linked to the glottal formant), fourth ﬁnger controls
hoarseness (linked to jitter and shimmer). Voice quality
modiﬁcations are achieved by closing/opening movements
of whole hand or selected ﬁngers. Preset vowels are associated to keys of computer keyboard. Vowel formants can
also be modiﬁed by additional devices, like pedal board or
joysticks.
In summary, for this ﬁrst instrument :
1. left-hand controls the keyboard (tempered notes)

Figure 9: Interpolation between "quiet" voice and
"tensed" voice made by Y axis of the graphic tablet.

2. right-hand movements control both ﬁne pitch modulation, and note phrasing.
3. right-hand ﬁngers control tension, eﬀort, hoarseness,
and breathiness.

Regression of voice quality control on an overall expressive axis makes main manipulations of voice source possible with simple "drawings" (i.e. bidimensional + pressure
shapes). This compromise makes this instrument really intuitive. Indeed, as it can be done e.g. with a guitar, interpreter only needs graphic tablet to play. MIDI controller
(e.g. pedal board) is just used for changing presets (cf.
Figure 10).

In this implementation, note phrasing results of relatively large hand movements. An alternative solution is to
couple eﬀort and note phrasing in ﬁngers movements, and
to keep one dimension of hand movement for controlling
another vocal dimension (e.g. breathiness). Then, phrasing is controlled by smaller and quicker ﬁnger movements.
Overall description of this instrument and its various components is illustrated on Figure 7.

4.2

Instrument 2

The key point of this second instrument is simplicity
of learning and using. Diﬀerent choices have been made
to achieve that result. First, we decided to focus on voice
quality. Vocal tract control would be limited to vowel switching. Then, we took advantage of our natural writing
abilities to map all glottal ﬂow features only on tree dimensions of a graphic tablet (x axis, y axis and pressure).

Figure 10: Structure of Instrument 2.

5.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The two instruments implemented so far are suitable for
musical use. Instruments have a truly human sound, and
new possibilities oﬀered by gestures to sound mapping enable intuitive playing. Compared to other voice synthesis
systems, more emphasis is put on voice quality controls.
It is then possible to play with expressive musical dimensions inherent to wind instruments, like eﬀort, pressure
and noise. These dimensions are exploited in acoustic instruments like saxophones and brass, and of course voice,
but are generally ignored in singing synthesis. Hand movements in space and hand/ﬁngers closures/openings are
intuitively associated to such dimensions as eﬀort or voice
pressure.
Another challenging point for singing synthesis is accurate yet ﬂexible F0 control, like in fretless string instruments. This has been implemented in two ways in our

Figure 8: Mapping on the graphic tablet. X axis :
fundamental frequency, Y axis : pressed/lax and
vocal eﬀort dimensions, Pressure (P) : general volume.
As described on Figure 8, horizontal axis is mapped
to fundamental frequency. Tests have been made showing
that, after a few training, 2 or 3 (even 4) octaves can be
managed on a Wacom Graphire tablet. Anyway, transposition and surface scaling features have been implemented. Vertical axis control both pressed/lax and vocal effort dimensions. Mapping is made by using Y value as an
interpolation factor between two diﬀerent conﬁgurations
of parameters Oq , αm and TL , from a "quiet" voice to a
"tensed" voice (cf. Figure 9). Finally, pressure parameter
is mapped to the gain (E).
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instruments (graphic tablet and glove controlled F0 ). This
ﬂexible F0 control enables the player all possible types of
intonation, from singing to speech. Melodic ornaments like
e.g. vibrato or portamento are easily controlled.
Spectral processing of voice quality proved also useful for
“spectral” singing styles. Overtone singing, formant melodies, various types of throat singing are easily produced
and controlled in this framework.
Instruments can also be considered as tools for studying
singing, because they produce very natural sounding and
controlled signals. Then they can be used for investigating
musical gestures involved in singing.
Apart from the two instruments presented here, we are
also investigating other types of data gloves and elaborated
3D joysticks for reﬁning control of the synthesizer. However, this will not change the nature and number of useful
vocal dimensions, but improve precision and ergonomics.
Of course, singing is an instrument that mixes together music and language. Thus, our next challenge is to
control the “speech” part of singing. This point has been
only marginally considered in the present research and will
be the object of future work. Addition of speech articulations would drive us to more accurate modelization of
vocal tract, eventually based on existing databases. Considering interfaces, syntaxic abilities of controllers have to
be determined in order to achieve syllables, words or sentences synthesis.
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